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EDITORIAL FOR VOL. 13-3 (2021)    

 

The Journal of City Law, classified by MEC/CAPES as Qualis A1, Law and registered in the Web 

of Science, in this number 03, volume 13, 2021, is pleased to inform that the article SARMENTO, Daniel. 

Journal of City Law, [S.l.], v. 8, n. 4, p. 1653, nov. 2016. Available at: https://www.epublicacoes.uerj.br 

/index.php/rdc/article/view/26034, published in our journal in November 2016, was cited in a decision 

of the Federal Supreme Court - STF, by Minister Gilmar Mendes, editor for the decision, in Writ of 

Injunction no. 7300 - Distrito Federal. 

We publish in this issue the article "Design with nature. The fluvial matrix as a central 

component of contemporary planning: case of Rosario's metropolitan area." by Cecilia Inés Galimberti, 

PhD in Architecture from the National University of Rosario, Argentina (2015), with post-doctoral 

studies in urbanism, planning and urban-territorial planning. Adjunct Researcher at the National 

Council for Scientific and Technical Research (CONICET) at the University Center for Urban and Regional 

Research of Rosario (CURDIUR), Argentina. Member of ARUCO Group, Department of Architecture, 

University of la Costa, (Barranquilla, Colombia). In this article the author analyzes that the protection 

and safeguard of the environment are central axes of contemporary planning on a global scale. Mainly 

the river matrix is an essential platform for recognition and identification in the definition of projects 

and urban-territorial interventions. This article, taking the Metropolitan Region of Rosario (Argentina) 

as a case study, intends to critically reflect on the local transformations of planning around the 

environment, in relation to the international developments that have been taking place in recent 

decades, in order to achieve more sustainable cities and territories and a higher quality of habitat. The 

research is predominantly qualitative in nature, with various techniques such as review of literature 

and international treaties, analysis of regional and local planning and zoning instruments, exploratory 

walks around the territory, analysis of aerial and satellite photographs, and periodic press surveys. It 

is recognized that despite numerous advances in environmental recognition and protection, both 

locally and regionally in the studied territorial scope, there are still numerous processes with profound 

socio-territorial impacts and effects that require new approach strategies, agreements, intervention 

and management instruments to guarantee the right to the city and territory for future generations. 

As in previously published issues, in the current volume 13, number 03, we publish 16 (sixteen) 

unpublished articles, being 05 articles by foreign professors: the already mentioned "Design with 

nature. The fluvial matrix as a central component of contemporary planning: case of Rosario's 

metropolitan area" by Cecilia Inés Galimberti, PhD in Architecture from the National University of 
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Rosario, Argentina (2015), with post-doctoral studies in urbanism, planning and urban-territorial 

planning. Adjunct researcher at the National Council for Scientific and Technical Research (CONICET) 

and the University Center for Urban and Regional Research of Rosario (CURDIUR), Argentina. Member 

of ARUCO Group, Department of Architecture, Universidad de la Costa, (Barranquilla, Colombia); "The 

judicialization of education in argentine. Is it necessary to achieve its effectiveness? Analysis in the light 

of the right to the city" by Lucia Soledad Martinez Irazoqui, Professor of City Law at the Workers' 

Popular University of the Law School of the National University of Mar del Plata, Argentina; "The 

(re)production of capital and the impact on urban land. The case of the Güemes neighborhood, 

Córdoba (Argentina)" by Ailen Suyai Pereyra, PhD in Regional Urban Studies from the National 

University of Córdoba and the Bauhaus University, Weimar, Germany. Geographer from the Faculty of 

Philosophy and Humanities of the National University of Cordoba; "Limits of pacta sunt servanda, good 

faith and the social dimension of the contract" by Andrea Nicolussi, Professor of Comparative Private 

Law and Civil Law of Family and Minor at the Faculty of Jurisprudence of the Catholic University of 

Milan and "Contract and health emergency in Italy" by Fabrizio Piraino, Associate Professor of Private 

Law since January 1, 2015 at the University of Palermo. PhD in Italian and European Civil Law (cycle 

XVIII) at the Faculty of Law of the University of Rome Tre. 

In our Essays Section we published 04 (four) unpublished essays, two of them about urban 

public policies: “Right to housing in Fortaleza's budget: an analysis of municipal public spending on 

social housing from 2010 to 2017 in the context of the implementation of the 'Minha Casa, Minha Vida' 

program” and “Authorize or negotiate? Analysis of the decisions of the municipal council of urbanism 

in Curitiba's urban policy during the year 2016”. 

In this issue of the journal we have maintained our body of reviewers/evaluators, from many 

states of the country and also from many foreign countries, in a total of more than 420 

reviewers/evaluators. 

We also publish, for the immediate consultation of our readers, the links to the various national 

and international indexers of Journals and periodicals where our Journal of City Law is indexed.  

We thank, as always, all readers, authors, reviewers and collaborators for their collaboration 

and trust and for the always excellent work done. We always remind you that submissions to the 

Journal of City Law are permanent and must be done through the system, directly on the journal's 

page. 

Good reading to all! 

Mauricio Mota 

Editor of Journal of City Law 


